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AB STRACT 
Th is paper pr es ents an emp ir i ca l  ana lys is o f  f irms ' or der 
ba ck l og, inv entory, pr oduct i on ,  an d pr i ce a dj us tm ents to unant i cipa ted 
deman d shock s. The da ta ar e ob ta in e d  fr om quar ter ly INSEE Busin ess 
Survey T es ts on f irm's r ea l iza t i on s ,  exp ecta t i ons , an d appraisals o f  
som e  var i ous e conom ic var iab l es. Th e analys i s  i s  ba sed on th e 
formula t i on an d th e es t ima t i on of a r e curs ive sys t em of con di t i ona l 
log- l in ear pr obab il ity m odels. 
AN EMP IRICAL ANALY SIS OF BACKLOG , INVENTO RY , PRODUCT ION, 
AND PRICE ADJUSTMENT S: AN APPL ICAT ION OF RECURS IVE SY ST EMS 
OF LOG-LINEAR MODEL S l 
B. Ottenwa e l ter an d Q .  H. Vuon g 
INSEE an d Ca l iforn ia Ins t i tute of T e chn logy 
For many years , s om e  countr i es l ik e  Fran ce and G ermany have 
coll ected thr ough p er i odic s urveys da ta on f irms' exp ecta tions , p lans , 
appra isa ls , an d r ea l iza tions of s om e  var i ous e conom ic var iabl es. 
Becaus e  da ta on s om e  us ua l ly un obs ervab l e  variab l e s  s uch as 
exp ecta t i ons ar e availab l e, th e s e  s urveys cons t i tute a un ique s our ce 
for th e study of f irms ' b ehav i or at th e in div i dua l l evel. In de ed in 
ear l ier emp ir i ca l  s t ud i es s uch as s t ud i es on pr oduct i on ,  pr i ce ,  an d 
inventory b ehav ior ( s e e  e. g. G. A. Hay (1970) , L. J. Ma c c in i  (1976) , 
E. S. Mil ls (1962) am on g  oth ers) hypoth es es on th e f orma tion o f  
exp ecta t i ons a r e  p u t  f orwar d i n  or der to r elate exp ecta t i ons t o  
obs ervab l e  variab l es. Th es e  hypoth eses ar e th en us e d  t o  der ive 
r elations tha t  ar e suita b l e  for emp ir i ca l  inves t i ga t i on. Sin c e  da ta 
on exp ecta t i ons and appra i sa ls ar e ava i lab l e  in th e s urv ey, this 
in forma t i on can b e  us ed to dir ectly eva lua t e  an d t es t  th e r o l e  p layed 
by exp ecta t i ons and appraisals in m o dels o f  f irms' b ehavior. 
An oth er par t i cular i ty of th e s urvey wh i ch is of gr ea t 
imp or ta n c e  f or th e sta t is t i ca l  analysis i s  tha t  m os t  of th e ques t i ons 
ar e qua l i ta tive. Wh i l e  s im ilar s urvey da ta have b e en ana lyz ed by many 
r es ear cher s ( for an ear l i er study s e e  H .  Th ei l  (1955)) most empir i ca l  
analyses use d  a ggr e ga te d  da ta or r equir ed that the micr oda ta b e  
a ggr e ga ted into so- ca l l ed "ba lanc e s" . Only r e cently the qua l i ta tive 
na tur e  of the s e  micr oda ta wa s fully incorpora ted in the sta ti st i ca l  
a na ly s i s  ( s e e  S .  Kawa sak i (1979), H .  K6nig, M .  Ner l ove, and G .  Oudiz 
(1979, 1981), S. Kawa sak i, J. McMil lan, and K .  Z immermann (1981)) • 
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In these latter work s, the a na ly s i s  of the r elationships among 
the var iab l e s  wa s ba sed on the f ormula tion and the e s t ima tion of j oint 
l og- l inear pr obab i l ity mode l s  ( for theor etica l  r ef er ence s, e . g ., Y .  M. 
M. B ishop, S. E. F i enb er g, and P. W .  H ol land (1975), L. A. G oodman 
(1978), S. J. Hab erman (1974a)) . Th e  variab l es wer e  thus tr ea ted a s  
mutua l ly dependent, and no dist inct i on wa s made b e tween endogenous a nd 
ex ogenous var iab l e s .  Since conditi ona l  pr obab i l ity di str ibutions wer e 
in fact of inter e st, their estima t e s  wer e then der iv ed from e st imated 
j oint pr obab i l ity di stribut i ons . 
As point e d  out in Q. H .  Vuong (1982), joint est imation a nd 
condi t i ona l estima t ion ar e not, however, nec e s sar i ly equiva l ent . 
H ence, the estima t e s  of the condi ti ona l  pr obab i l ity di stributions 
der ived ther e m ight be (and in fact ar e) s ub s ta nt ia l ly differ ent from 
the estima t e s  that ar e ob ta ine d from the dir ect e st ima tion of the 
condi tiona l  pr obab il i ty di str ibut i ons . Second, since the dependenci e s  
among a l l  the var iab l e s  o f  inter est must b e  s imulta neously spe c i f i ed 
in a j oint pr obab il ity appr oa ch, the f ormula tion of a mode l b ecom e s  
q ui t e  compl ex a s  compar ed t o  a f ormulation i n  which the dependenc i e s  
among t h e  var iab l e s  ar e succ e s s ively cons i der ed. More over, b e ca us e  
the joint a ppr oa ch tr ea t s a l l  the var iab l e s  a s  mutua l ly r e la te d, one 
cannot int er pr et the e s t ima ted a ss o c ia ti ons a s  dependenci e s  of some 
var iab l e s  on other var iab l es .  
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In thi s pa per, we a pply the fram ework pr e sent e d  in Q. H. Vuong 
(1982) to the a nalysis of the Fr ench Bus ine s s  Survey Da ta . 
Spe c i f i ca l ly, our a na ly s i s  i s  ba s e d  on the formula tion a nd the 
estima t i on of a r e cur sive system of conditiona l  l og- l inear pr obab i l i ty 
( CLL P) mode l s .  As we sha l l  s e e, the us e of such a r e cur sive system 
a l l ows us t o  include in the a na ly s i s  a lar ge numb er of var iab l e s  tha t  
ar e ava i lab l e  in the Fr ench survey. Th e  ma in purpo s e  of our empir i ca l  
inv e st i ga t ion i s  the study o f  the var i ous a dj ustment s made b y  firm s 
tha t  exp er i ence una nt i cipa te d  demand shock s .  W e  sha l l  a l so study the 
f orma t i on of pr oduct i on a nd demand exp e cta t i ons . 
Th e  pa per i s  or ganiz ed a s  fol l ow s .  I n  S e c t i on 1, the da ta ar e 
pr e s ent e d .  Then, in S ec t i on 2, a f ix ed-pr i c e  model of f irm s' 
a djustment s i s  intr oduced.  A par t i cular attent i on i s  given t o  the 
signs of the effects of the explana tory var iab l es on the dependent 
var iab l es .  Th e  e st ima t i on r e sul t s  ar e pr e sent e d  a nd discus s e d  in 
Section 3. Th en, we summar iz e our empir i ca l  findings in S ection 4 .  
1. Th e  Da ta 
S ince the b eginning o f  the SO' s ,  the Inst i tut Na tiona l  de la 
Sta t i st iq ue et des Etudes Econom ique s (INSEE) ha s coll ected a w ide 
b o dy of da ta from individua l f irm s  through per iodic surveys. Th e s e  
surveys ar e o f t e n  r ef err ed t o  a s  Bus ine ss Surv ey T e st s .  W e  sha l l  b e  
A 
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i nt er ested h er e  in one of the s e  surveys: the " Enq uete q ua dr ime str i e l l e  
sur la s i tua ti on e t  l e s  per spe ctives da ns l' industr i e" .  
The per i od o f  the survey i s  pr imar i ly four months. H owever , 
b e caus e  of a l ow numb er of r e spondent s due to a dr op of a ct ivity 
dur ing summ er vaca tion, June wa s pr eferr ed to J uly. Th e  surv ey i s  
ther ef or e  tak en ea ch y ear in Mar ch, June, and Novemb er . Ab out 3000 
f irm s  ar e surveyed. H owever , some f irm s  do not a nswer a l l  the 
q ue st i ons of the survey. Thus, due to m i s sing ob s erva t i ons on some 
var iab l es of the mode l ,  the sampl e i s  in fact much sma l l er .  
Thr e e  spe c i f i c  f eatur e s  o f  the survey ar e wor th m ent ioning.· 
(As a ma tter o f  fa ct, the s e  f ea tur e s  ar e common to other Bus i ne ss 
Sur v ey T e st s .) F ir st ,  the survey pr ovi de s  informa t i on which is 
usua l ly not avai lab l e ,  such as informat ion on f irm s' exp e cta ti ons 
a nd/ or appra i sa l s  of some var iab l es .  Second, the i nf orma ti on i s  not 
on ab so lute l evel s ,  but rather on var iati ons of var iab l e s  or on l evel s 
r ela tive to som e "normal" l evel s .  F or instance, f irm s  ar e a sk e d  t o  
a nswer b y  " incr ea s e" ,  " stab i l ity" , or "decr ea se" to que s t i ons on 
var ia t i ons ( e. g . , expected var ia tion of dema nd) , and by "ab ove 
norma l" , "norma l" , or "b e l ow normal" to q ue s t i ons on a ppra i sa l s  ( e . g . , 
appra i sa l  of inventory) . F ina l ly, an impor tant f ea tur e of the 
que s t i onna ir e ,  e specia l ly for sta t i st i ca l  ana ly s i s ,  is that most of 
the var iab l e s  ar e q ua l i tative. Th e  l og- l inear framework ther ef or e
pr ovide s a conveni ent tool for specifying the r elationships b e tween 
the var iab l es ,  and hence f or f orm ula ting a nd te st ing a model of f irm 
b ehav i or . 
Tab l e  1 l i st s the defini t i on o f  the var iab l e s  a nd the 
nota t i on us e d  iu our empir i ca l  a na ly s i s. Tab l e  2 r epor t s  the 
corr e sponding q ue st i ons of the surv ey. ( T h e  que s t i ons have b e en 
transla ted from Fr ench.) ' T h e  q ue s t i onna ir e  a ctua l ly conta ins 
a dditiona l q ue st i ons on ca pa city uti l izati on, pr oduct ion bottl ene ck s ,  
s 
employment plans, etc.  This latter informa tion is,  howev er , not us e d  I 
in the model studied b e l ow. 
As Tab l e  2 shows, ia l l  the var iab l e s  ar e tr i chotomous ex cept 
f or the two var iab l es r ela ted t o  pr i ce ,  dPt a nd dPt· H ence, in
pr incipl e,  the var iab l es dPt a nd dPt should b e  tr ea ted a s  cont inuous 
var iab l e s .  The cont i nuity of pr i ce exp e cta t i ons tha t  ar e r epor ted on
surveys i s, howev er , que stionab l e  ( s ee J. A. Car l son (1975)). Indeed, 
individua l s  tend t o  r oun d  'o f f  their answer s t o  the near e s t  i nt e g er. 
In other wor ds ,  the per centa g e s  r epor ted on the sur v ey hav e  a lr ea dy 
! 
b e en somewha t ca tegor iz ed . ! W e  hav e  then transform ed the pr i c e
! 
var ia t ion a nd the exp e c t edi pr i ce var ia t i on i nt o  tr i chotomous 
var iab l es. Th e  tra nsforma ;tion us e d  i s: i f  x denote s  the r epor t e d
per centa ge ( o f  r ea l iz ed or l expe c t e d  pr i ce var ia ti on) ,  then "x .L S" , 
"0 < x i S" , and "x i O" d1 e f ine the thr e e  ca tegor i e s  which ar e i 
r e spectively interpr eted a :s " sub s ta nt ia l incr ea s e" ,  " s l i ght incr ea s e" ,
dQt
dQt 
dDt
dD*t
oat
Ia t
dPt
dPt 
dQGt 
dPGt 
TABLE 1: List of variables 
Production variation from time t - 1 to time-t. 
Production variation from time t to time t + 1 
expected at time t. 
Demand variation from time t - 1 to time t. 
Demand variation from time t to time t + 1 
expected at time t. 
Appraisal of backlog of orders at time t. 
Appraisal of inventory of finished goods at time t. 
Price variation from time t - 1 to time t. 
Price variation from time t to time t + 1 
expected at time t. 
General production variation from time t to 
time t + 1 expected at time t. 
General price variation from time t to time t + 1 
expected at time t. 
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dQt
dQt 
dDt
dD*t
oa t
Iat 
dPt
dPt 
*dQGt
* dPGt
TABLE 2: Questions 
Change in your production--trend in the past-period: 
increase, stabili�y, decrease. 
Change in your production--probable trend in the 
next period: increase, stability, decrease. 
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Change in demand-�trend in the past period: increase, 
stability, decrease. 
 Change in demand-�probable trend in the next period: 
increase, stability, decrease. 
I 
Do you consider, taking into account the season, that 
at the present time your backlog of orders is: 
too large, normal) too small. 
I 
Do you consider, faking into account the season, that 
your present inventory of finished products is: 
greater than normal, normal, less than normal. 
i 
Would you indicate the variation of your sales prices 
(net of tax) since the last survey: 
+ • • •  %, =, - • . .  1%. 
What will be the Jrobable variation of your sales
prices· (net of tax) until the next survey: 
+ • •. • .  %, =, - • • .  !%. 
What will be the �ost probable variation of the indus­
trial production in the next period: 
increase, stability, decrease. 
What will be the last probable variation of the general
price level of industrial goods in the next period: 
increase, stability, decrease. 
and "stabil ity" . The choice of the thresholds was motivated by a 
steady rat� of inflation from 1974 to 1978 . Thus the number of 
respondent s  reporting a decrease in prices is very low. The natural 
choice "x � x1", "x1 < x < x2", "x2 i x" with x1 negative and x2
positive, �hich corresponds to "decrea se", " stability", and 
"increase"� then l eads to a cell "decrea se" that i s  often empty . As 
is well kn�wn, this rai ses some problems of identification and/or 
exi stence of M. L .  estimates .  On the other hand, about one third of 
the firms report that their price s have not changed or will not 
change . (We shall return to thi s  point later . )  Hence the threshold 
I 
"0" seems appropriate . The other threshold "5" is chosen on the 
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I -ground that the category "0 .S. x .S. 5" then corresponds appro:nmately to 
a pri ce st�bil ity in real terms, that i s, after having taken intoI 
account th� rate of inflation .
Th� other price variabl e in the questionnaire, which is the 
expected gfneral price variation dPGt ' is originally tri chotomous .
Given the implausibil ity of the answer "decrea se" to the corresponding 
I question, ror the analyzed period, we have merged this answer to the
answer "st�bil ity" . In what follows, the variable dPGt is then
I 
dichotomous.
 
Fikally, an important i ssue is how firms understand the 
que stion ol demand, and hence how one should use the information
provided by this quest ion .  Two interpretations come readily to mind .
First we c�n consider that dDt (or dDt) indicate s  the direction of the 
actual (or l expected) shift of the demand curve. Alternatively, we can
consider that dDt indicates! the variation in demand received by the
firm for its product . The fundamental difference between these two 
interpretations come from t(he fact that, according to the second 
interpretation, the change lin demand al so depends on the change in 
price s .  Whil e  the first interpretation agrees with the one given in 
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any economic t extbook, the !second interpretation i s, because of its 
simpl icity, the one most li!kely given by firms to the que stion on 
demand . Consider, for instlance, firms that produce to orders. Then,
according to the second de,inition, demand simply corresponds to the 
flow of incoming orders du,ing a given period, and its variation to 
the change in thi s  flow from period to period. On the other hand, if 
the first definition is usjd, a firm would have to take into account
h h - - - - I d d. c d h- · t e c ange in its prices in or er to a 3ust an t 1s 1n an 
appropriate manner!) the cJange in the flow of incoming orders when
assessing the correspondinJ change in demand. In what follows, we
shall therefore retain the !second interpretation and hence consider 
demand as simply the flow of incoming orders. 
2. A Fixed-Price Model
The study of production, pri ce, and inventory behavior has 
been the source of numerouJ theoretical and empirical works . To cite
a few, one has the earl ier ! contributions of G. A. Hay ( 1970), E. S. 
Mills (1962), and more rec�ntly the contributions of A. S. Blinder 
( 1982), J. P. Gould (1980) ,I L .  J. Maccini ( 1976). Similarly, the rol e 
of backlogs of unfilled orders have been abundantly studied ( see e . g .  
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J. P. Gould (198 0) , V. Zarnowitz ( 1962) among others) . Two remarks on 
k l h . . these wor s are wort ment1on1ng.
 
Fitst, in most of these works, firms are assumed either to 
carry inveritories of finished products, or to keep backlogs of 
I 
unfilled otders. When both inventories and unfilled orders were 
al lowed in la theoretical model, then inventories were usually 
considered las the negative of the backlog so that the simultaneous 
exi stence jf unfilled orders and inventories of fini shed products was
I automaticall y ruled out . Our survey, however, shows that there is an
important Jumber of single-product firm that have both inventories of
I 
fini shed prloduct and backlogs of unfilled orders in the same period .
While the plurpose of our 
.
model and of our empirical investigation i s
not t o  explain why firms may simultaneously have inventories o f  
fini shed prloduct s  and a backlog of unfilled orders, many possible
explanatiouls of this phenomenon can be given. For instance, this may 
I be due to the necessary heterogeneity of a product even though our
sample was initially reduced to single-product firms. Alternatively, 
I 
one can elaborate a theoretical model in which del ivery period and the 
smoothing o� the production process can explain thi s phenomenon. 
Secbnd, as mentioned earl ier, in the previous empirical
I 
studies of firms' behavior, hypotheses on the formation of 
expectationl and on the determination of optimal level s are made in
order to de1ive rel ations that are suitable for empirical 
investigatiln. As the previous sect ion shows, our survey directly
 
provides data on expectations and apprai sal s of some variables. As a 
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consequence one can use these data to study models of expectations 
I formation. For instance, using the same data set or similar data on
German firms collected by thb Institut f�r Wirtschaftsforschung in
Munich, S. Kawasaki ( 1979) , lnd H. K6nig, M. Nerlove, and G. Oudiz
(1979, 1981 )  have studied thb joint or separate formation of 
I production and price expectations . Another po ssible use of data on
expectations is to determine I directly the role pl ayed by expectations 
in firms' behavior. Specifically, one can construct a model of the 
' firm and use the data on expbctations (and apprai sal s) in order to
. I evaluate the model empirically .  . 
I The main purpo se of the present model is to analyze the 
different adjustments made bt a firm facing an unexpected shock in
I demand, i . e. , a discrepancy between real ized demand and expected 
demand . We shall also study l the formation of production expectations 
and demand expectations . 
At the outset, we can distinguish four types of adjustments: 
I inventory of fini shed products, backl og of orders, production, and 
price adjustments .  For instlnce, when the real ized demand exceeds the
I corresponding expected demand, the firm can ( i) increase its price 
( ii) increase its productionlto meet the unanticipated increase in 
sales, ( iii) let its backlog lof unfilled orders grow and become 
greater than the planned numoer of unfilled orders, ( iv) decrease its
inventory relative to the pllnned level of inventory. The firm can
al so choose a combination of l the above four possible adjustments .  
However, model s including an equation for contemporaneous 
price adj ustment s were not satisfactory for our data . Specifically, 
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any variable that was tried turned out to be insignificant in a model 
explaining! the actual price variation dP t whenever the
I expected/p�anned price variation dP; was also introduced. The reason 
was that the asso ciation between the expected/planned price change was 
so strong that any additional explanatory variable became unnecessary. 
This suggest s  that firms that face unanticipated demand shocks do not 
instantaneously adj ust their prices relative to their expected/pl anned 
prices. These empirical results are in fact consistent with earlier 
findings reported by S. Kawasaki, J. McMillan, and K. Zimmermann 
(1981), H. ,Jrenig, M. Nerlove, and G .  Oudiz ( 1981) stating that firms
are less r�sponsive to (current ) market conditions in setting prices 
than in setting quantities. 
We are thus led to consider a fixed-price model, i. e. , a model 
where the sales of a firm for the period (t ,  t + 1) between two 
surveys are made at the price announced at the beginning of the 
period, and hence at time t. This does not, however, imply that 
prices never adj ust, but only that they do not adj ust to 
contemporaneous demand shocks . The choice of a fixed-price model is 
all the more j ustified as the period between two surveys is short, 
about four, months. Hence the model only assumes that firms do not 
revise their prices for periods shorter than four months. Then, given 
that prices are fixed within each period, there are only three types 
of adj ustm�nt s left: inventory of finished products, backlog of 
orders, and production adj ustment s .  
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Our fixed-price model is defined by a recursive system of five 
I conditional L.L.P. models with six endogenous variables. (The model
representing the simultaneols adj ustments of the inventory of finished
product s and the backlog of ! orders has two endogenous variables . )  The 
endogenous variables are the price adj ustment dP , which takes into 
account the price adj ustmenJ prior to the period
t
(t, t+l) the two 
expectations dQ; and dD�, ald the three adj ustment variables O�+l' I r:+l and dQt+l" The natural variables for the backlog and inventory
adj ustment s are the variatiln in backl og of orders dOt+l and the 
variation of inventory dlt+l · However, dOt+l is not directly observed
whereas o:+l is . We then u
�e o:+1 and r:+l: this keeps the symmetry 
between backlog and invento� .
We suppose that eaci firm sets its price Pt at the beginning
of the period (t, t + 1 )  and l that this price remains constant
throughout the period. Given this price, the firm anticipates at time 
t the demand it will receiv1 during the period (t , t + 1). Let D• 
denote the expected demand lt time t .  Then the firm determines :ts 
expected/pl anned production l Q; for the period (t , t + 1). The demand
Dt+l for the period (t, t + 1) materializes. Given the discrepancy 
between realized demand Dt+l and expected demand D�, the firm first
I absorbs the surplus or shortage of demand simultaneously on its 
backlog of orders and its ilventory of finished products .  Then it 
I adj ust s its production relative to its expected/pl anned production.
The behavior descri�ed in the preceding paragraph can be
represented by a recursive 1ystem. As predetermined variables, we use
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some lagged endogenous variables and the expected variations dPGt and
dQGt of the price l evel and production level for the French economy.
These prospects are evaluated differently by the surveyed firms. We 
can conside� that the variety in firms' a.mswers to que stions on 
general trends is the resul t of differences between specific effect s 
of macroeconomic variabl es on individual s .  W e  can al so consider that 
a firm weighs relatively more the price trend in its sector when it 
answers the que stion on the expected trend of the general price level . 
We now discus s the choice of the explanatory variabl es in each 
conditionali L.L.P. model of the recursive system. With the exception 
of the price-adj ustment model, we shall use a quantitative formulation 
of the relations between "level" variabl es. Then we shall derive some 
equations relating variations .  These equations will then allow us t o  
j ustify the , choice of the explanatory variables as  well a s  the 
expected signs of the effects of the explanatory variabl es on the 
endogenous variabl e (s ) . It is, however, important to note that the 
statistical model that we shall estimate do not exactly correspond to 
the simpl e model of firm's behavior presented thereafter. Actually, 
our statistical model is more fl exible with respect to the 
spe cification of the dependencies that a stochastic version of the 
simpl e model. 
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2 .1 .  Price Adj ustment 
Model 1 :  Pr(dPt lo:, dPt�l , dPt_3 ,dPG\_1 > 
+ ? + + 
It is assumed that flirms set their price s at time t, and that 
these prices remain constant! throughout the period (t, t + 1) . Hence 
price s do not instantaneousl� adj ust to disequilibria appearing during 
the period (t ,  t + 1) . Howevler, prices do not have to remain constant 
through time. Indeed, they lean adj ust to past disequil ibria. To 
explain the variation dPt = rt - pt-1 of a firm's price, we can
distinguish two types of varliables : variables that are specific to the 
firm and variables that reprlesent macroeconomic conditions . 
As firm specific var�abl es, we use the firm's appraisal s at 
time t of its back.log of ordiers o: and of its inventory of finished
product s  Ia. These appraisa�s are thought of as summarizing the 
disequilib:ia previous to tile t. It is cl ear that these appraisal s
influence the firm's price blhavior. For instance, a firm that has a
back.log of orders greater thln normal and an inventory less than
==-•· .m •• "°" ..... y Ir· ........ '" ..... '"· • "= ""' ... 
a back.log of orders less than normal and an inventory greater than 
normal. Thus, we expect a pbsitive effect of Oa on dPt and a negative
effect of 1: on dP t" ( Howevlr, the appraisal o; inventory 1; turned 
out to be insignificant for l11 the periods whenever the appraisal of
backlog was introduced. ) I 
As macroeconomic variables we may want to use the expected 
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variation of the general price level: indeed f irms take into account 
the expected general infl ation rate, when deciding upon their own 
price increases .  Since prices are f ixed at the beginning of the 
period in our model, the relevant variable is the real ized variation 
of the general price level from t - 1 to t, i .e . :  
dPGt PGt - PGt-1 .
However, the survey does not provide data on dPGt. We use
instead the variation of the general price level expected at time 
t - 1: 
dPG* t-1 PGt-1 - PGt-1"
The sign of dPGt-l on dPt is positive since it reflects the
adjustment s of individual prices on the general price trend. 
In addition to the two aforementioned variables O� and dPGt-l '
we consider the individual price variations dPt-l and dPt_3 which
correspond to changes during the l ast period and one year earlier. 
Indeed, a brief look at the variations of prices charged by firms over 
I the 13 peri9ds suggest s that there are two types of firms : firms that 
gradually revise their prices, and f irms that adj ust their prices only 
annually .  �or the second type of firms, the categorization of the 
' 
variable dPf di scussed earl ier and a cont inuous inflation between 1974
to 1978 lead to a positive effect of dPt 3 on dP • In addition, theI - t 
I 
existence o1 such firms makes the sign of the effect of dPt-l on dPt
ambiguous . We shall return Ito this point in Section 3 . 
2 .2 .  Expected demand 
Model 2: Pr( dDt l dDt, dPlt' dQGt,dPGt)
17 
+ - + + 
To simplify the dis:l••ion, wo '"''"'' <h•< dom•nd i• l ino•rly
related t o  the price set by the firm at the beginning of the period. 
Since prices are f ixed thro ghout the period, we have: 
Dt+l at+l - bP ' b > 0 t ' ( 1) 
where Dt+l is the demand for I 
the pe
_
riod (t, t + 1 ) , and Pt i s  the price
at the beginning of the peripd. Since prices are known, the expected 
demand Dt i s: 
01: 
at - b Pt . ( 2) 
The expected constant term at is not observed. However, 
I macroeconomic condi tions shift the demand curve faced by each f irm.  
I Thus the constant term at+l depends on some macroeconomic variables.
By aggregation, we have: 
QGt+l 
and 
at+l 
A t+l - B PG t' 
c At+l' ( 3 ) 
where QGt+l and PGt are respectively general production and general
price l evel s for period (t, t + 1), and c is some constant .2 Hence :
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a* t c (QGt + B PGt). (4) 
! On the other hand, we have : 
Dt - Dt = ( at - at) - b (Pt - pt-1) .
Hence, from ( 1) - (4), we  get: 
dDt b dQGt + cB dPGt b dPt (5 )  
+ + 
The signs of the effect s are easily understood: for instance, ceteri s
paribus, an l increase in the general price l evel l eads to an expected 
increase in!fi:cm's demand, because such an increase in the general 
pri ce l evel 1 impl ies a rel ative decrease in the fi:cm's pri ce . 
Since the survey does not provide inf o:cmation on the general 
I 
price variation dPGt a s  perceived by the fi:cm, we use instead the
general pri�e variation dPGt expected at time t .  (This latter
I 
variabl e turns out to be more significant than the general price 
variation dPGt-l expected at time t - 1 .)
In addition to the previous explanatory variabl es, we consider 
the variation of fi:cm's demand dDt from period (t - 2 ,t - 1) to period
I 
(t - l , t). This variabl e is  introduced to take into account a 
possibl e association between dDt and dDt+l or a possibl e dependence of
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the expect ed variation dDt on l the most recent realized variation dDt .
In general, we expect a positive sign for the effect of dDt on dDt . 
2 .3. Expected/planned production 
Model 3: Pr( dQ* l dD* oa I oa Ia)t t ' t-1' t' t 
+ - I + 
We have the following! identity between stocks and flows :  
Qt+l + 1t + rt+l = Dt+l + 1t+l + Ot' ( 6 )  
where Qt+l and Dt+l are respe lctively product ion and received demand
during period (t , t + 1), and Ot and It are the backlog of orders and
the inventory of fini shed pr)ducts at time t .  Thus, given expected 
demand Dt , pl anned backlog of l orders Ot , and planned inventory It, we
get for the pl anned production: 
Q* = D* -1 (0* t t t Ot) + ( It-It). ( 7) 
Let us not e  that we impl icitly suppo se that fi:cms f irst decide on 
their de sired l evel s of backl :og of orders and of inventory of fini shed
product s .  These de sired l evels may take into account the capacity of 
produotion, tho aot-1 prodn•f ion, oto . Thon, in ordoo to moh tho 
targets o; and 1;. fi:cms deci lde on their production pl ans Qi · This 
recursive behavior is  compatiil e  with the behavior we shall postul ate
l ater when we analyze the adjµstment s made by fi:cms that face 
unanticipated demand shocks . Specif ically, the adj ustments through 
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backl og of: orders, inventory of finished product s, and production will 
have the s�me recursive structure as the present one has. 
Th� variables Ot and Ii are, however, not observed. We 
observe in�tead f irm's apprai sal s of backlog of orders and inventory. 
We postul a�e the fol lowing behavior: 
O* t �t + fl (0 - Ot ) + f2 (Di - Dt ) ,
i Ii= ft + gl( I  - It) - g2 (Di - Dt) ,
I I 
(8) 
where 0 and I are respectively the "optimal" level s of the backlog of 
orders and  the inventory, and where f1, f2 , g1, g2 are al l positive
constant s .  Equations (8) are standard partial adj ustment equations to 
which we hlve added a term that depends on the expected change of
 
demand (D* !- Dt ) .  This last term is introduced to take into accountt 1 I 
the effect l of an expected change in demand on the classical parti al 
adj ustment� of backlogs of orders and inventories. Indeed, the 
greater th� expected increase in demand, the greater will be the 
I 
planned ba�klog of orders Oi relative to the planned level given by a
I 
standard pJrtial adj ustment equation. I 
F�Jations (8) can also be given another interpretation. For
I instance, the first equation can be rewritten as:
I 
O* = 0 + f (D* - D ) - f (0 - 0)t 1t 2 t t 1 t • 
' 
Hence firms increase their backlogs of orders in proportion to the 
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expected increases in demand� In addition, the larger the backlog of 
orders relative to the optimll level, the smaller the proportional
increa se. 
Apprai sal variables are related to stock variables by : 
oat
Iat
ot - o,
It - I .
Then, i t  follows from Equations ( 7) - ( 9), that 
Q• = D* + f Oat t 1 t glI� -1 ( f2 + g2) (Di - Dt ) .
( 9) 
Using the identity (6) written at time t and the previous equation, we 
get for the planned change il product ion:
dQ* = ( 1  - f - g ) dD* �I O
a + ( 1  + f ) Oat 2 2 t t-1 1 t
a a ( l  + gl ) lt + It-1 (10 )  
Since, in general , a firm does not plan to fully absorb the expected 
change in demand through its I backlog of orders and its inventory, we 
have: 
f2 + g2 < 1 .
Thus, the expected signs of  the effects of the explanatory variables 
I on the planned change in production are as indicated under )fodel 3.
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The appraisal 1:_1 of inventory at time t - 1 was, however, suppressed
since it turned out to be insignificant for all the 12 periods . 
We jal so intr.oduced the previous change in production dQt in
order to t�ke into account a po ssibl e smoothing of production plans .
I 
Given the �nclusion of the above explanatory variabl es, the variabl e 
i dQt was, h�wever, insignificant for all the periods . Let us note that
thi s latteJ result does not agree with a simpl e adaptive-expectations
' 
model or a:simpl e extrapolative-expectations model of production. 
Indeed the�e simpl e models of expectations l ead to distributions which 
are of the i form Pr( dQ* l dQt, dQ* 1> or Pr(dQt* l dQ ) ( see H. KBnig, G.t t- t 
Oudiz, and M. Nerlove ( 1981)) • 
 
I 2 .4 .  Backlog of orders and inventory adj ustment s 
Model 1 4 :  Pr(O:+l' 1:+1 1 dD t+l' dDt' o: . 1: )
+ ? + 
? + 
(The first I and second l ine s indicate the signs of the effect of the 
expl anatorr variabl es on o:+l and 1:+l respect ively. )
! Gifen fixed prices, demand Dt+l materi alizes. When the
real ized d�mand Dt+l is equal to the expected demand Dt, the firm does 
not change l its plans Ot and It concerning its backlog of orders and
I i ts inventfrY of finished product s .  However, when Dt+l substantially 
diffm fr� Dt• <h=" .. 1,. thd <h• f i= fi<" obmb, <ho
discrepancy (Dt+l - Dt) sim� taneously through its backlog of orders
and its inventory. Specif i�ally, we assume that the adj ustment s are 
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proportional to the surpri se: in demand. (As before, these adjustment s
may take into account possi�l e  production constraint s, actual
I 
pooduotioo, oto . l  Wo h•v« 
ot+-1 
1t+l 
O* t I -O*+ f (D -D* )-f (0*-0) t 3 t+l t 4 It 
I*t I 
l*-g (D -D*)-g (l*-1)t 3 t+1 t 4 It 
 
if Dt+l = Dt
if Dt+l f. Dt 
if Dt+l D*t
if Dt+l f. Dt
where f3 , f4 , g3 , and g4 arJ all positive constant s .  The terms- - I 
f4 {ot - 0) and g4 ( It - I) are included in ( 11) - ( 12) for the same
rea sons as in Equation (8) .1 We have not imposed the constraints:
 
f2 f3 ' fl = f4 f2 I= f3 • 81 = 84 
(11) 
(12) 
so that we can take into I account I po ssible differences in ex ante and 
ex post adj ustment cost s . 
I - ( 12) , From Equations (8) it follows that : 
c1-f1 > o: + f2do;a ot+-1 ( 1-f4 ) ( 1-f1 )o: + [Clff4) f2-f3]dDt + f3dDt+l
if Dt+l D*t
if Dt+l f. Dt
(13 ) 
I
a 
t+l
I , a ( 1-g )It -, 1  g2dDt
( 1-g )(1-g )la - [( 1-g )g -g ]dD* - g dD ! 4 1 t 4 2 3 t 3 t+l
if Dt+l D*t
if Dt+l # Dt 
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(14) 
Thus the s�gns of the effects of the explanatory variables on the 
appraisals 1 0:+1 and
note that �he signs 
1:+1 are those indicated under Model 4 .  Let us
of the effects of the expected change in demand on 
both appraisals are ambiguous for firms that have not correctly 
I anticipated the change in demand.3 Let us al so note that appraisalsI 
of invento� at time t do not affect appraisals of backlog at time t +
1 .  Similally,  appraisals of backlog at time t do not affect
appraisals l of inventory at time t + 1 .
Since we assume that firms simultaneously determine their 
I backlogs of orders and inventory held at time t + 1 ,  Model 4 has two
dependent iariabl es. Moreover, since firms adj ust their backlogs of
orders andl their inventories in opposite directions, we may expect a 
residual association between the two dependent variables that is 
negative, lven after having taken into account' the dependencies on the
aforementilned explanatory variables .
2 .5 . Production adj ustment 
I 
Model l 5 :  Pr(dQt+l I dQt, dDt+l' dDt, o:+1, l:+l)
I + + + 
From the iaentity (6) and Equation (7), we get: 
Qt+l - Qt (Dt+l Dt) - (Ot+l - Ot) + ( lt+l - 1t).
I 
Equation (15) clearly shows! that the excess or shortage in demand 
(relative to the expected d
l
emand), that subsist s after backlog and 
inventory adj ustment s must �e absorbed by a change in production 
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( 15)  
relative to  production planls . Thus,I from the expectation equations 
(11) - ( 12) it follows that : 
dQt+l 
a dQt + dDt+l - ( 1  - f2 - g2)dDt - Ot+l
a a a + ( 1  - fl)Ot + It+l - ( 1  - gl)It •
The estimation of Equation (16), is, however, difficult. 
( 16) 
Indeed, the strong association between 0�1 and o;, or between 1:+l 
and 1; raise s the probl em of identifying the separate effects of these
variabl es.4 We have thus used Equations (11) - ( 12) which give for the
backlog and inventory adj ustment s, when Dt+l # Dt:
f3 f4 ot+l - ot = 'i"""'="f(Dt+l - Dt) - �(Ot+l - 0), 4 4 
1t+l - 1t 
g3 g4 
1 =-g-<Dt+l - Dt) - �( It+l - I).4 4 
Then, from F.quation (15), we get: 
Qt+l - Qt 
f3 g4 ( l 1 - f - �)(Dt+l - Dt) 4 4 
( 17) 
( 18) 
+ � a -�Ia 1 - f4 °t+1 1 - g4 t+l '
or equival ently, 
dQt+l 
f g I 
__ 3 - - __ 3 _) dD dQ• + ( 1  - 1 - f 1 - g t+li t 4 4 
f3 ----2__) dD*� ( l  - l-f4 
- 1 - g4 t
f g .f __ 4_0a _ __ 4_1a 
I 1 - f4 t+1 1 - g4 t+1
i In general, we have :  
f g3 __3_+ --- <1 . 1 - f4 1 - g4 
( See equations (17) - ( 18 ) . )  Hence the expected signs of the 
explanatory lariabl es on dQt+l are those indicated under Model 5.
These signs Jan be understood as fol lows: given the same
I 
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( 19) 
unanticipated demand surplus Dt+l - Dt, in order not to deviate 
further from l the optimal l evels 0 and I, firms that find themselves at
time t + 1 with backlogs of orders above normal and inventories below 
normal are mJre l ikely to increase their productions rel ative to their 
pl anned prodtlctions than firms that have backl og of orders below 
 
normal and iriventori es above normal at time t+l .
! 
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Tabl e 3 summarizes the five equations of the recursive system. 
An "x" denote s  the dependent variabl e ( s ) . The expected signs of the 
effect s of the expl anatory variabl es on the dependent variabl e ( s )  are 
al so indicated in the tabl e . 
3 . Estimation, results, and discuss ion 
3 .1 . Estimation and results 
The fixed-price model is recursive. Thus the l og-likel ihood 
function for the whol e system is simply the sum of the ( conditional) 
log-l ikel ihood functions associated with the six mode l s  composing the 
recursive system. It foll ows that the maximum-likel ihood e stimates of 
the parameters can be obtained by estimating each of the six CLLP 
models  separately by the maximum-l ikel ihood method. 
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For any conditional log-linear probability model of the 
recursive system, we consider a model spa ce of the ANOVA form ( see ,  
e .g .  M. Nerlove and S. J. Press ( 1970) , and for a general definition, 
see B. Ottenwaelter and Q. H. Vuong (1981 ) , Q. H. Vuong (1982) ) .  
Furthermore, we exclude all trivariate and higher-order interaction 
effects from any of the models. Thus the included configurations in 
the r-th model correspond to the main effect and the bivariate effect s 
that involve the dependent variable and one of the included 
explanatory variables of the r-th model. For the fourth model which 
has two dependent variables, we include in addition the bivariate 
conf igurat ion co:+1 , I�+l) which represents the residual association 
between the two endogenous variables after taking into account the 
dependencies on the explanatory variables. 
To complete the specification of the models, it now suffices 
to precise which parameters are estimated in any included bivariate 
interaction. When the variables are trichotomous, (which is always the 
case here, except for the d1chotomous variable dPG; ) ,  the number of 
independent parameters that characterize a bivariate interaction i s  
(3-1) 2 , i . e . 4 .  For instance, o f  the nine ANOVA parameters that are
associ ated with a bivariate interact ion between trichotomous 
variables, only four are independent due to the usual ANOVA 
constraint s .5 However, because of the ordinal nature of our
qualitative variables, we shall use instead the score parameterization 
(see L. A. Goodman (1979) , S. J. Haberman (1974b ) ,  Q. H. Vuong 
(1982 ) ) .  This latter parameterization allows us in parti cular to 
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assess the I direct ion of the effects of the explanatory variables on 
the endogehous variabl es  ( s ee  Appendix) .
I 
Final ly in order to reduce the number of estimated parameters
I 
the following procedure is  used. We first estimated CLLP models  with
included cbnfigurations that are al l compl ete, i . e .  CLLP models  in
which none  of the independent parameters of an included configuration 
(main effebt, or bivariate effect ) are a priori equal to z ero. Then
I 
we restricted each included bivariate interaction effect to the so-
called l in�ar-by-linear parameter a11 whenever the other three score
parameters I of the interaction were statistically insignificant .
Otherwise, i the compl ete configuration was retained in the model .
(Only the final set of estimate s is  presented in the following 
tabl e s . )  
Hoiever, conditional L.L.P. models  with compl ete 
I configurations were sometimes not identified or not e stimabl e. This
d · I d 1 · · f · · · 1 · h · hl occurre 1n mo e s conta1n1ng a con 1gurat1on 1nvo v1ng two 1g y
correlate d l variabl es .  Indeed, the marginal tabl e corresponding to 
these two variabl es often had an empty cell so that one could not 
I identify al l the parameters of the configuration, or the M.L. estimate
of the modll did not exist. When this happened, we started from a
I model in which the corresponding interaction was reduced to the 
I l inear-by-linear parameter and the quadratic-by-quadrati c parameter.6
I All the model s were estimated with the program CAUi written by
I J.P. Link (1980). This program permits the maximum-likel ihood
e stimation l of joint or conditional L.L.P. models  defined by model 
space s of the ANOVA type on compl ete or incompl ete tabl es . 
The results are given in the following tabl es, one for each 
model .  Each tabl e present s the estimates of  the l inear-by-linear 
effect paramater for all the periods for which the model could be 
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estimated. Under each of the explanatory variabl es, we indicate by a 
" ( c ) " that the configuration involving that explanatory variabl e  and 
the dependent variabl e is  compl ete .  In addition, an a steri sk for a 
given period indicates that there was an empty cell in the marginal 
tabl e corresponding to that explanatory variabl e and the dependent 
variabl e. As discus sed in the previous paragraph, we thus restri cted 
the corresponding bivariate configuration to the l inear-by-linear 
parameter and the quadratic-by-quadratic parameter. 
For each interact ion, we give the estimate of the l inear-by-
linear effect parameter a11, which indicates the direction of the 
association, and its t-statistic in parentheses .  We al so give for 
each model and each period, the number of observations N, the number 
of degrees  of freedom df against the saturated model, and the 
l ikel ihood-ratio stati stic of the model vs. the saturated model LR 
with its corresponding upper-tail chi-square probabil ity. 
dP 
giv �n: 
·-Periods- - -
6-75 
11-75 
3-76 
6-76 
11-76 
3-77 
6-77 
11-77 
3-78 
6-78 
I 
dD* t
TABLE 4: 
doa t 
-- ----+ 
.304 
(2. 87) 
.180 
( 1. 83) 
.060 
(. A2) 
.103 
(1. 31) 
.033 
(.50) 
.277 
( 2. RB) 
.049 
(.49) 
.324 
(3.10) 
.023 
(. 27) 
-.073 
(-.86) 
Estimates of a11for the Price-Adjustment Model 
dPt-1 dPt-3 dPG;_l N df 
-? (C)- + (t) - -+ 
-.114 .216 .236 586 88 (-1.16) (2.24) (3.29) 
.361 .252 .216 544 78 (3. 57) (3.12) (3.21) 
.168 .165 .151 637 94 (2.20) (2. 61) (2. 89) 
.138 .386 .215 620 92 (2. 08) (4.44) (3.62) 
.177 .126 .115 648 90 (3.02) (1. 80) (2 .13) 
.058 .117 .149 593 92 (.89) (1. 60) (2.60) 
-.010 .167 .127 555 90 (-.09) (1. 58) ( 1. 81) 
-.029 .188 .114 576 86 (. 21) (2.09) ( 1.64) 
.226 .346 .228 659 92 (2. 40) (4. 91) ( 4 .01) 
-.142 .119 .105 644 76 ( 1.53) ( 1.08) (1.61) 
TABLE 5: Estimates of a11 for the Expected-De�and Model 
dPG* N df 
given: 
dDt dPt dQG� t 
Periods + (C) - + (C) + 
6-74 .638 -.111 .587 .5eo 972 84 (6. 76) (-1. 61) (6.21) (.54) 
11-74 .703 .059 .611 .298 929 90 (7.56) {.86) (4.35) (4. 54) 
3-75 • 493 -.062 .784 -.024 1158 94 (6 .47) (-1.02) (6. 05) (-.46) 
6-75 .534 .123 .792 -.0002 1202 92 (6.40) (1. 88) (7.10) ( .005) 
11-75 .288 -.004 .893 .070 1257 96 ( 4 .13) (-. 07) (8. 77) (1.41l) 
3-76 .125 .022 .834 .096 1185 90 (1. 93) (.35) (7.39) (1.86) 
6-76 .400 .025 .696 -.026 1126 88 (5. 61) (.36) (4.89) (-. 4 7) 
11-76 .386 -.007 .879 .030 1156 94 ( 4. 9 3) (-.12) (6. 86) (.58) 
3-77 .280 .071 1.002 .001 1196 96 (3.98) (l.06) (8.55) ( .02) 
6-77 .411 .065 .703 .044 1189 90 (5. 70) (.83) (6. 91) (.89) 
11-77 .350 .097 .810 .102 1377 92 (5.14) ( 1. 31) (8.05) ( 1. 95) 
3-78 .145 -.087 .881 .096 1269 96 (2. 03) ( 1. 32) (9.69) ( 1. 86) 
I 6-78 .255 .112 .756 .053 1279 94 (3.70) (1. 58) (7. 91) (. 9 3) 
LR 
(upper-
tail) 
106 
(.09) 
73 
(.64) 
115 
(. 07) 
113 
( .07) 
115 
(. 04) 
111 
(.09) 
109 
(. 08) 
98 
( .18) 
78 
(. 82) 
llJO 
( .13) 
LR 
(Upper-
tail) 
RS 
(. 46) 
91 
(. 45) . 
112 
(.10) 
117 
(.04) 
117 
(. 08) 
116 
(. 0 3) 
98 
(. 22) 
94 
(. 48) 
108 
( .18) 
' 97 
(. 28) 
104 
( .18) 
146 
(. 00) 
84 
(. 77) 
w 
"' 
w w 
TABLE 6: Estimates of a11 for the Expected-Production Model 
dQt 
given: 
Periods 
- - -- - - -
11-74 
3-75 
6-75 
11-75 
3-76 
6-76 
11...:76 
3-77 
6-77 
11-77 
3-78 
6-78 
- --
dot 
+ (C) 
- - -:-969 
(4. 73) 
1.786 
(5.89) 
1. 325 
( 7. 07) 
1.467 
( 7. 78) 
1. 713 
(5. 98) 
1.871 
(6.20) 
1.839* 
(5.97) 
1. 714* 
(5. 74) 
1. 557 
(7.09) 
1.404 
(6. 33) 
2.227* 
(6 .17) 
1. 741 
(6.11) 
a 
0t+l 
-
--.149 
(-.99) 
-.059 
(-. 33) 
-.125 
(-. 65) 
.188 
(1. 02) 
-.473 
(2.67) 
-.329 
(1. 77) 
.263 
(1. 56) 
-.003 
(.14) 
-.405 
( 2. 4 7) 
-.064 
(. 46) 
.237 
(1. 50) 
.131 
(. 74) 
oa t 
+ 
- - -
1.057 
(5.92) 
1.006 
( 4. 58) 
1. 268 
(5.35) 
.517 
(2. 73) 
1.135 
(6.29) 
• 772 
(4.09) 
.746 
(3.74) 
.532 
(2.64) 
1.154 
(6.27) 
.977 
( 5. 38) 
.719 
(4. 04) 
.714 
( 4. 02) 
a 
It N df 
-
-.208 506 107 (-1.13) 
-.384 624 97 (-1. 90) 
-.363 500 109 (-2. 03) 
-.246 532 103 (-1.54 
-.238 550 107 (-1. 31) 
-.392 533 115 (-1. 97) 
.014 536 115 (. 0 7) 
-. 711 465 109 (-3. 45) 
-.483 588 117 (-2.77) 
-.231 576 111 (-1. 34) 
-.119 634 125 (-.65) 
-.119 666 105 (-. 68) 
LR 
(upper-
tail) 
117 
( .24) 
84 
(. 82) 
105 
(. 61) 
94 
(. 72) 
87 
(. 92) 
85 
(. 98) 
102 
(. 79) 
110 
(. 4 7) 
114 
(. 56) 
' 134 
(. 07) 
127 
(. 44) 
98 
(.68) 
TABLE 7: Estimates of a11 for the Backlog and Inventory Adjustment �odel 
Periods 
a 0t+l 
11-74 
a It+l 
a 
0t+l 
3-75 
a It+l 
a 0t+l 
6-75 
a It+l 
a ot+l 
11-75 
a It+l 
oa 
3-76 t+l 
a 
It+l 
a ot+l 
6-76 
a It+l 
a a (It+110t+l) 
-
-1. 080 
(-6.44) 
-.804 
(-). 92) 
-.889 
(-4.34) 
-.978 
(-5. 58) 
-.747 
(-4.57) 
-.564 
(-3. 85) 
dDt+l 
+ 
-
.810 
(5.17) 
-.521 
(-3.17) 
.992 
(4. 86) 
-.652 
(-2.89) 
.571 
(3.03) 
-.392 
(-2.11) 
1.130 
(4.98) 
-.125 
(-.84) 
.882 
( 5 .1)4) 
-.609 
(-3.88) 
.837 
( 4. 93) 
-.424 
(?.. 84) 
dot 
a Ia N df ot t 
? + ? + (C) 
.267 .902 
( 1. 73) (3. 39) 
467 457 
.185 .760 
(l.20) ( 3. 68) 
.162 .565 
(. 84) (3.37) 
388 406 
.144 1.109* 
( .56) ( 4. 4 7) 
.'162 .924 
(. 32) (4. 52) 
431 388 
-.007 1. 217 
(-. 04) (3 .67) 
-.111 1.120 
(-. 65) ( 5 .18) 
444 420 
-.190 1.167 
(-1.24) (4 .13) 
-.082 1. 052 
(-.60) (4. 73) 
463 446 
-.033 1.603 
(-. 21) (5.92) 
.216 1.174 
(1.47) (6.65) 
458 468 
-.040 .973 
(-. 23) ( 5. 43) 
J,R 
327 
250 
247 
261 
297 
309 
w -!'-
w Ln 
Periods 
a 
0t+l 
11-76 
a 
1t+l 
a 
0t+l 
3-77 
a 
1t+l 
a 0t+l 
6-77 
a 1t+l 
a 
0t+l 
11-77 
a 
1t+l 
a 0t+l 
3-7B 
a 1t+l 
a 0t+l 
6-7B 
a 1t+l 
dpt+l 
given: 
Periods 
11-74 
3-75 
6-75 
11-75 
3-76 
6-76 
11-76 
3-77 
6-77 
11-77 
3-7B 
6-78 
TABLE 7: (Continued) 
a a (It+l'Ot+l) 
-
-.B93 
(-5.30) 
-.91B 
(-4.66) 
-.594 
(3. 72) 
-.B7B 
(-5.04) 
-.BB7 
(-5.62) 
-.347 
(-2.26) 
dDt+l 
+ 
-
1. 344 
( 4. 94) 
-.2B9 
(-1.B3) 
1.145 
(5. 31) 
-.241 
(-1.36) 
1. 2BB 
( 7. 21) 
-.551 
(-3.26) 
1.05B 
( 5. B3) 
-.351 
(-2.22) 
1. 054 
( 5. B7) 
-.344 
(-2.26) 
.994 
(5. 71) 
-.430 
(2. B2) 
dDt
? 
? 
-.122 
(-. 75) 
.039 
(.25) 
.lBl 
(. 95) 
.173 
(.92) 
.165 
(1. 02) 
.2Bl 
(1.64) 
.205 
(1. 31) 
-.007 
(-.04) 
-.003 
(-. 02) 
-.012 
(-. 07) 
.026 
(. lB) 
.OB3 
(. 52) 
oa t I
a 
t N df 
+ 
+ (C) 
1. 230 
(6. 4B) 
469 50B 
1. 236 
(4.31) 
1. 203 
(5.36) 
40B 500 
1. 096 
(3.B9) 
1.271 
( 7. 3B) 
514 492 
I.515 
(5.6B) 
.B59 
(6. 03) 
524 492 
.935 
( 4. 7 3) 
.736 
(5.46) 
5B9 484 
.970 
(5 .42) 
1. 55B 
(6.B2) 
5BO 454 
1. 736* . 
(4. 77) 
TABLE B: Fstimates of a11 for the Production-Adjustment Model 
* a a dot dDt+l dot 0t+l 1t+l N df 
.5B6 1.134 -.0004 .414 -.392 517 1B7 (2.42) (4 .15) (-. 003) (2.56) (-2.39) 
1.101 .B78 -.506 .B26 -.015 420 147 ( 4. 7 3) (3.58) (-?.. 26) (3.B5) (-.08) 
.563 1.13B -. 41B· • 710 -.143 523 177 (2.B8) (6. 21) (-2.43) (3.Bl) (-. 89) 
.9BO 1.128 -.531 .596 -.331 551 203 (4. 71) (6.62 (-2.98) (3.46) (-2. 05) 
.768 1. 347 -.1B6 .226 -.643 567 223 (4.04) (6.60) (-1.13) (1. 49) (-3.92) 
1. 47B 1. 21B -.359 .212 -.479 516 203 (5.22) (7.47) (-1. 89) (1. 44) (-2. 72) 
.663 1. 556 -.118 .014 -.496 542 189 (2.B5) (6.63) (-.59) ( .09) (-2.B6) 
1.040 1. 575 -.076 .490 -.327 467 198 (3.97) (8.51) (-. 35) (2. 62) (-1. 75) 
.B29 1.026 -.435 .590 -.1B6 590 217 (4. 31) (5.7B) (2.54) ( 3. 78) (-1.18) 
.670 1.409 -.30B .415 -.251 57B 191 (3. 77) ( 5 .19) (-1. 72) (2.52) (-1.5B) 
.904 1. 032 -.173 • 3B2 .047 ' 
(5. 21) (6. 6B) (-1.11) (2. 63) (. 32) 661 236 
.576 1. 017 -.349 .139 -.2B5 661 217 (3.44) (8 • 06) I (-2. 22) (1.10) (-1.92) 
LR 
311 
31B 
331 
317 
320 
263 
LR 
(upper-
tail) 
1B5 
(. 53) 
126 
(. B9) 
173 
(.5B) 
172 
(.94) 
205 
(.Bl) 
162 
(.9B) 
166 
(.BB) 
16B 
(. 94) 
190 
(. 91) 
172 
(. B4) 
24 3 
(. 32) 
197 
(. B3) 
'-" 
" 
'-" 
°' 
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I 3 .2 . Di s�ussion
ta bl es. 
W� now di scuss the empiri cal results reported in the preceding 
a . Pri celadjustment model
Thie sign of the effect of the variabl e dPG* 1 (which is use dt-
i as a proxyl variabl e for the effective variation of the general pri ce 
l evel as pl1erceived by each firm) on the pri ce variation charged by
each firm !is expected to be positive. F.mpirically, we find that the 
correspondling parameter estimate s have the correct sign for all ten
I 
periods, a�d is significant at the .10 significance l evel for eight 
I periods . Hence, this supports the idea that firms adjust their prices
to the perllceived general price trend.
Al lthough the period June 1975-June 1978 is charact erized by a
I steady infiation, about 40% of the firms report in each survey that 
their pri ces remain stabl e . This can, however, be explained by the 
existence of two types of firms. Indeed, as ment ioned earl ier, some 
firms gradhally increase their pri ces, whil e others adjust their 
price s only annually .  Given the definition of the cate gori es of the 
i 
tri chotomous variabl e dPt ( substantial increase, moderate increase,
stability) , we must have, for the second type of firms, the following 
yearly pattern of answers: stability, stability, substantial increase . 
Hence, about two thirds of those firms may answer "stabil ity" . In 
addition, �his pattern l eads to an expected po si tive association 
between dP�_3 and dPt . Tabl e 4 shows that the corresponding parameter
3 9 
estimate is posi tive for all ten periods and i s  significant at the 
.10 level for seven of them . 
The sign of the effect of the previous period change dPt-l on
the current price change dPt-l is ambiguous . Indeed, the parameter
estimates show six positive signs and four negative signs. However, 
the effect of dPt-l on dPt seems to be more l ikely positive since the
parameter estimates that are significant at the .10 level are all 
positive. 
The firm' s apprai sal of order backlog i s  indicative of the 
type of disequil ibrium that the firm is experiencing at time t. The 
sign of the effect of that variabl e on the current price change is 
expected to be positive. The parameter estimate s are positive for 
all the periods but one . In addition, these e stimate s have the 
correct sign whenever they are significant at the .10 level . 
To summariz e, the parameter estimates of Model 1 have the 
correct signs, espe cially when they are significant . However, the 
upper-tail probability of the l ikel ihood-ratio statistic shows that, 
as a whole, Model 1 adjust s  the data for only four out of ten periods 
at the .10 significance l evel ( although the model fit the data for 
nine periods at the .OS level ) . This might be due to a 
misspecificati on of the price-adjustment model, possibly due to the 
omission of rel evant explanatory variabl es or the misspecification of 
the dependencies which are here restricted to the bivariate 
interaction effect s . A possibl e improvement of the fit might, 
however, result from distinguishing the two types of firms mentioned 
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above .  
b . Expected-demand model
The parameter estimates associated with pa st demand variations 
dDt and expected general production trends dQG; are all signif icant
(at the .10 level) and positive, as expected, for the thirteen periods 
for which the model was e stimated. Hence, expectations of demand
change dD* , are cl early po sitively asso ciated with past demandt 1 
variations 1 and expected general production trends . In addition, since
the parameter estimates associated with dDt are smal ler than the
parameter est imates associated with dQG; ( except for the first two
periods ) ,  we can conclude that expected demand is l ess sensitive to 
pa st demand changes than to expected general product ion trends (which 
are use d  h�re as proxi es to expected change s  in aggregate demand) . 
I Al�hough the effect of individual price changes dPt on
expected d�mand variations dD* should be negative, the parametert 
est imates are negative only for five out of thirteen periods . In 
addition all the thirteen parameter estimates are insignificant at the 
• 10 level . ' Thus expected (received) demand does not seem to depend on 
the price that prevail s  during the period (t, t + 1 ) . 
The expect ed general price trend dPG* gives, however, better' t 
resul ts than the individual price change . Indeed, the four parameter 
estimates that are significant at the . 10 level are al l po si tive, as 
expected. � Only three parameter estimate s are negative (but they are 
all insignificant ) . 
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To summarize, expected demand depends po sitively on expected 
general production, on past individual demand, and somewhat on 
expected general pri ce . On the other hand, individual price does not 
affect firm' s expected demand. This latter result is probably due to 
the two types of price behavior mentioned earl ier. Finally, Model 2 
fits the data better than Model 1 doe s .  Indeed, at the . 10 level, we 
cannot reject Model 2 for nine out of thirte en periods . 
c . Expected-production model
Using the same data set, H. �nig, M. Nerlove, and G. Oudiz 
( 1979) e st imated the conditional probabil ity distributions 
Pr( dQ; fo:, dn;, dDt ) and Pr( dQ; f 1:, dn;, dDt ) ' for firms without and with
inventori es . 7 They found that expected change s  in production depended
positively on apprai sals of back.l og, expected change s  in demand, and 
past change s in demand for firms without inventori es .  For firms with 
inventori es, the signs of the dependencies were the same with the 
exception that expected changes in production depended negatively on 
apprai sal of inventories • 
Our expected production model doe s  not include the pa st demand 
change as an explanatory variabl e .  On the other hand, the l agged 
apprai sal of order back.logs is introduced. In addition, we consider 
only firms with inventori es since both apprai sals of back.logs and 
inventories are used. 
Expectations of demand changes and apprai sals of current order 
back.logs have positive and s ignif icant effects on expected or planned 
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changes in production for all twelve periods . The parameter estimate s 
associate4 with the other two expl anatory variabl es, which are l agged 
apprai sal s of order backlogs and apprai sal s  of current inventory 
level s, are neither always significant at the .10 level nor always 
negative. However, on the whol e, the signs of these two effects are 
those expected, i . e . ,  both negative, since the parameter estimate s 
associated with Oa 1 and I
a are negative respectively for eight andt- t 
eleven periods out of twelve estimated periods . Moreover, whenever 
the parameter estimates are significant at the .10 level, they are 
negative .  : 
H� K\Snig, M. Nerlove, and G . Oudiz ( 1979) found that
expectations of future demand were the most relevant in explaining 
production plans . Our empirical results agree with theirs since the 
parameter ' e st imate associated with dDt is the l argest in absolut e
value . Moreover, since the parameter estimate associated with O� is
always l arger, in absolut e  value, than the parameter estimate 
associated with la, we can also say that, given expectations of future' t 
demand, firm' s production pl ans are more sensitive to l evel s of order 
backlogs than to l evel s of inventories .  Finally, Model 3 fits the 
data quit� well since it cannot be rejected at the .10 level for 
el even out of twelve periods . 
d. Order backl og and inventory adjustment model
Model 4 is e stimated without distinguishing firms that 
experience a surprise in demand (dDt+l # dDt ) from firms that do not
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(dDt+l = dDt) .  Given l evels of order backlog and inventory at time t,
an increa se in demand during period (t , t + 1) rel ative to the previous 
expected demand tends to increase the l evel of order backlogs, and to 
decrease the l evel of inventory held at time t + 1 .  This is quite 
supported by the resul ts of Tabl e 7 .  Indeed, the signs of the effect s 
of dDt+l on O�+l and i:.+.1 are respectively po sitive and ne gative for
all twelve periods . In addition, the parameter estimates associated 
with the effect of dDt+l on o:.+.1 are all significant at the .10 level,
while the parameter estimates associated with the effect of dDt+l on
1:+l are signif icant for ten out of twelve periods . Moreover, in all
twelve periods, the estimate of a11 for the effect of dDt+l on o:+l is
greater than the estimate of a11 for the effect of dDt+l on i:.+.1 •
This suggests that an unanticipated change in demand l eads to an 
adjustment of the l evel of order backlogs and to a simultaneous 
oppo site but weaker adjustment of the inventory level . 
The parameter estimates asso ciated with the effect of dDt on
O�+l or I�+l are all insi gnificant at the .10 level (with the
exception of November 1974 for o:.+.1 > .  Moreover the estimates do not
have the same sign for either one of the dependent variabl es .  The 
signs of the effect s of demand expectations on the l evel s of order 
backlogs and inventories held at time t + 1 are therefore ambiguous, 
as expected. 
Apprai sal s  of order backlogs and inventories respectively 
depend significantly and po sitively on the corresponding l agged 
apprai sals for al l twelve periods . Hence f irms that have at time t 
backlog l evels above normal and inventory level s below normal wil l 
still have : at time t + 1 backl og l evels above normal and inventory 
level s belbw normal . This supports the hypothesis that f irms do not 
fully adjust, in one period, their order backlogs and inventories to 
the normal , level s .  
Finally, the fit of Model 4 is  quite good since the twelve 
upper-tail i probabil ities are all very cl ose to one . 
e. Production-adjustment model
In ; order to test the hypothesis that expectations of 
product ion : change s dQ* have more informational content in expl aining' t 
dQt+l than : the variabl es included in the model for dQ;, H. K6nig, M. 
Nerlove, and G .  Oudiz ( 1979) considered a model for 
' a a Pr( dQt+1 1 dQ;, dnt, dn;. ot ) or Pr( dQt+1 l do;, dnt, dn;. It) ,  depending on
whether or , not firms have inventories .8 Our Model 5 is simil ar,
although 
However, 
i� has dDt+l ' I 
a a . a a Ot+1, and It+l instead of dDt' Ot, and It .
the i 
I 
purpose and the interpretation of Model 5 is quite 
different .  
In our model, the pl anned change in product ion i s  used as a
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reference . I Thus, given the other explanatory variabl es of the model,I 
a pl anned increa se in production l eads to an actual increase in 
production! Hence the effect of dQ; on dQt+l is positive. This is
supported �Y the corresponding parameter estimate which is po sitive I 
I and signif icant for al l twelve periods. 
I 
Moteover, according to our model, firms adjust their 
 
production irel ative to their pl anned production after having adjusted
I 
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their order backlogs and inventori es. Thus, given dQ;, o�l ' and
I�1, the actual change in product ion i s  posi tively rel ated to dDt+l
and negatively to dD;. The empiri cal results shown in Tabl e 8 agree 
with thi s :  all the parameter estimates associated with dDt+l are 
positive and significant at the .10 level, whil e  all the parameter 
estimates associated with dD; are negative (seven out of the twelve 
estimates being significant ) . It is also interest ing to note that the 
estimate of the coeffici ent of dDt+l in the production-adjustment
model is ( i) greater in absolute value than the estimate of the 
coeffici ent of dDt+l in the Inventory-adjustment model for all twelve 
periods, and ( ii) in general greater than the estimate of the 
coeffici ent of dDt+l in the Backlog-adjustment mode l .  Thus production 
seems more responsive to unanticipated demand shocks than inventori es 
and even backlogs . ( Recall, however, that surveys are taken about 
every four months . )  
Given the other expl anatory variabl es of Model 5 ,  the 
apprai sal of order backlog and the apprai sal of inventories have 
respectively a positive-effect and a negative effect on the actual 
production change ( s e e  S ection 2 .5) .  All the twelve parameter 
est imates associated with o�1 have the correct sign, while only one
parameter estimate asso ciated with I:+l has the wrong sign (but it is
insignificant at the .10 level ) . It i s  also worth noting that in any 
period at l east one of the two parameter estimates i s  significant . 
Moreover, when the parameter estimate associated with O�+l is
significant at the .10 level, then the parameter estimate associated 
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I 
with 1:+l 'li s  often not significant, and vice-versa. Specifical ly, the
periods fo'
1
r which only the parameter estimate associated with o:+l is
significan� at the .10 level are March 1975-June 1975 , June 1977-March 
I 
1978 , whil :e the periods for which only the parameter estimate 
associatedll with 1:+1 is significant at the .10 level are March 1976-
November 1976 and June 1978 . Furthermore, these l atter periods 
I 
correspond! to periods in which the inventory l evel s are above normal ,
while the former periods correspond to periods in which order backl ogs 
are above hormal . Hence, this suggests that the coefficients of the
two apprai al variabl es depend on some economy-wide conditions : when 
I 
the economy is expanding production adj ustments are more sensitive to 
backlog l eiel s than to inventory level s, whil e when the economy is
slowing doin, they are more sensitive to inventory l evels than to
I backlog l eyels .
Firially, Model 5 fits the data quite well, since the model 
cannot be }ej ected at the .10 level for any of twelve periods .
4 .  Conclus ion 
On ! the methodological ground, our paper has shown that the 
CT..LP model l is a conveni ent tool for the analysis of qual itative
variabl es .  This model 
continuous l,variabl es.
is analogous to the usual l inear model for 
In parti cular, a dist inct ion is made between 
endogenous land exogenous variabl es, and a singl e parameter is used to
give the d�rect ion and strength of the effect of an explanatory 
variable o� an endogenous variabl e . Moreover, the CT..LP model al lows 
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us to introduce recursive structures that are similar to those 
formulated in standard econometrics, and hence to extend the log-
linear approach from a j oint analysis to a structural analysis .  
On the empirical ground, our study has shown that our model i s  
val idated by the data . A maj ority of parameter estimates have the 
correct signs and are significant . The results of the present paper 
demonstrate ,  first, that a fixed-price model with partial adj ustment s 
of order backlogs and inventori es i s  consistent with our micro data . 
Second, production plans are shown to be strongly po sitively rel ated 
to expected demand, and apprai sal s of order backlogs, and negatively 
to apprai sal s  of inventories .  Finally, whil e  prices do not 
instantaneously adj ust, production, order backlogs, and inventories 
all adj ust to contemporaneous unanticipated demand shocks . 
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APPENDIX 
As a simpl e illustration, suppo se that there are only one 
dependent ordinal vari abl e B .  Let i and j be the indi ce s a s so c i ated 
with the ciategori es of A and B, where i=l ,  • • •  , I, and j=l ,  • • •  , J. For 
i 
any i=l , . ; . , I-1 , and any j = 1 ,  • • •  , J-1 , let R . . be the fol l owing log1J 
odd-rati o i  
R . .  1J 
[p ( i+l I j+l )  log p ( i l j+ l )  p( i+l l i> ] p ( i l j )  
1 p(i+l l j +l )  1 p(i+l l i> og p ( i l j+ l )  - og p ( i l j l  
where p ( i l j )  deno t e s  the conditional probabi l i ty that A i s  equal t o  i 
I 
given thai B is equal to j .  The se cond equation shows that R . .  i s
I � a l so the v ariation in adj acent log odds at l evel s i and j .
Il the tri chotomous case, i . e . , I = J = 3, the four score
parameterl a11 , a12 , a21 , a22 that charact eri z e  the bivari ate
. . 1  h . 1 1 l "  . . . f 1nteract1on av e a part1cu ar y appea 1ng 1nterpretat1on in t erms o 
I 
the l og odd-rati o s .  Inde ed it can be shown that : 
all  
a21 
where R 
R . .  
..1.. c I). - R ) 
./3 . . . 
; 
; 
1 al2 = ,f,( R.2 - R 
1 a22 = 3<1).2 - � .  - R.2 + R • •  ) 
is the overall mean of the R . . , , R.. is the mean for f ixed 1J s -2 . 
i 2 . ' l · (The coef f i c i ents 1/,/3 and 1/3 in the above formul ae
I 
resul t f rom the normal ization adopted in Q. H. Vuong (1982 ) . )  
Thus a11 , which i s  cal l ed the l inear-by- linear parameter,
measur e s  the average increase in adj acent log odds, and i t s  s i gn 
therefore indi cates the ( av erage ) direct i on of the effect of B on A. 
Moreover, since 
R . . 1J R + ( R. 1. R + ( R  . · J R ) + ( R  . . 1J R. 1 .  R . + R · J  
4 9  
I t  fol l ow s  that the other socre parameters o f  the interact i on 
provide information on the discrepanc i e s  between the various increa s e s  
in adj acent l og odds and t h e  average increase R It i s  important to 
note that thi s  interpretation of the score param eters doe s  not require 
that some scal e value s or scores be given t o  the categor i e s  of each 
ordinal variabl e .  In other words, one ne ed not a ssume the exi st ence 
of some underlying continuous variabl e s .  
When there are more than one expl anatory vari abl e, one can 
repeat the· previous de compo s i t i on of the effect of B on A for any 
given value of the explanatory variabl e s .  Alternatively, one can 
interpret each of the score parameters that charact eri z e  the 
(bivari ate)  e ffect of B on A as the mean of the corresponding 
parameter over all po s sibl e value s of the expl anatory variabl e s .  
However, since w e  r e strict our selves t o  CLLP model s that exclude 
trivari ate and higher order interaction effect s, the conditi onal log 
odd-rat ios R . . , and hence the four score parameters o f  the effect of B � 
on A do not depend on the value taken on by the remaining expl anatory 
variabl e s .  
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FOOlNOTES 
1 . Thi s : paper r e l i e s  heav ily on the empirical resul t s  reported in B .  
2 .  
3. 
4 .
5 .
Ottenwael ter and Q .  Vuong (1981). Research for this paper was 
! 
suppJrted by CNRS under ERA 199 . We are grateful to D. Grether, 
J. Link, G. Oudiz, and M. Nerlove for helpful di s cus s i ons . 
 
We ule the general product i on l ev el QGt a s  a proxy for the 
aggrlgate demand received by the industry. 
For lach period, we could have divided the sampl e into two 
••b•�Pl • •  •ooording to •h•th•r or �• dD.,.1 ••• oq�l to '"i·
We have, however, pref erred to use the whole sample, and t o  
suppi se that Dt+l # n; f o r  all f i rm s  even when t h e  qual itative
v ariJbl e s  dDt+l and dD; had the same categori cal value . 
Morelv er the number of expl anatory variabl es in Equation (16) 
 
creates a probl em of memory space for the FORTRAN program we are 
us ini . This i s  so becaus e  our program start s f rom the complete
I 
contingency tabl e which has in this case 38 c e l l s .  Note al so
that l the CLLP model that corre sponds to (16) and that only 
include s the main and bivari ate interaction eff ect s al ready has 
30 ildependent param eter s :  two for the main effect and four for
each l of the seven bivari ate interaction eff ect s .  
Th"1 ANOVA parameters are al so cal l ed " dev iation-contra st" 
I 
5 1  
parameters ( s e e  S .  Kawasaki ( 1979), H. KHni g, M. Nerlove, and G .
Oudiz ( 1979), ( 1982)). 
6 . When there i s  a strong posi tive a s s o c i ation between two 
tri chotomous variabl es, the first diagonal of the corre sponding 
marginal tabl e has m any obs e rvations . As a consequence, the 
score parameters a11 and a22 are signi ficantly po sitiv e .
7 .  As mentioned earl i er, estimated conditional probabi l ity 
distributi ons were deriv ed from e st imated j oint probabil ity 
distribut i ons . In Q. H. Vuong (1982), however, we po int out that
j oint estimation and condit i onal e st imation are not always 
equival ent . This is in f act the case for the mode l s  consi dered 
in the KHnig-Nerl ove-Oudiz paper. 
8 . See Footnote 7 .
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